
The last meeting for the 
year was a general 
business meeting 
covering a few updates 
on activities such as the 
growing of seeds for the RBGT seed orchard. A germination rate of ten percent has been encouraging.  

Also encouraging is the latest development for the Cheltenham block on Country Club Drive. The block to 
be reserved is an old bush block which is slowly being degraded from dumped rubbish, wood hooking, 
chainsawing and kids developing bike tracks. At last it seems that plans are underway to hand it over to 
Parks and Wildlife so that it is reserved and is protected from development. There is a little money to 
help with tasks such as weeding. Roy S. said years ago when the process began our group agreed to form 
a friends group, conceivably with lots of neighbours. He is hopeful that there is still interest from 
members and would like people to form a group to look at the block and also to letterbox the 
surrounding area with details for its protection and maintenance. Cooperation of the neighbours is 
desirable. If members wish to be part of a monthly or perhaps fortnightly working bee please let Roy 
know. 

Janet Hallam reported that 25 members attended the November propagation. Four trays of cuttings 
were produced plus thirty five trays of stock were moved to the outside racks. Janet was also pleased 
that ‘twenty trays of seedlings have been pricked out potted-up and are growing at high-speed in the 
shade-house’. Thanks to Sharon Percy and helpers for organising this. 
There was mention of nursery running costs which were approximately 19 percent and so a little higher 
this year. Louise Skabo noted the contribution by Colin Hallam to the update of the watering system. 
Colin redesigned the system which allows for better misting sprays so that the punnets of new cuttings 
do not become too wet. Peter D. also spoke of ‘all the thought and work Colin puts into the watering 
system on which the plants depend.’ 

The programme for 2021 is essentially complete. However, members are encouraged to make suggestions 
for speakers or for topics they would be interested in hearing more about. Emails with suggestions 
would be welcomed by Gilly, Janet or Roy S.  

Peter Longman encouraged members to visit the Tasmanian Native 
Garden which he reported is looking very good. He did strongly suggest 
that if we do visit we must not leave without pulling out at least one 
weed! Peter mentioned his concerns about the long grass outside the 
garden. 
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POM  Eremophila decipiens        Julie Nermut 

Eremophila decipiens was Julie Nermut’s choice for Plant of the Month. It was named by Carl Ostenfeld, 
a Danish botanist, who collected native plant specimens from W.A. in 1914. Its common name is slender 
fuchsia bush. Julie acquired this species through Wildtech, the only Victorian nursery that sends native 
plants to Tasmania.  

 It grows to about a metre high, 
can spread to three metres but 
responds well to pruning. It is a 
clear orange red in colour.  

Julie recommends it as a worthy garden specimen because it flowers prolifically and over a long time - 
from winter through to summer. E. decipiens strikes readily from cuttings, is frost tolerant and the 
birds like it. 

The nursery will propagate cuttings in January 
after Julie’s plant finishes flowering.  Julie also 
brought plants from the nursery for those who 
wished to purchase this attractive plant. 



 

Speaker: Angus Stewart 

‘The process of breeding kangaroo 
paws and the best varieties for our 
gardens’ 
  

 

 

When starting out Angus was curious about there being so few native plants in nurseries. He was also 
concerned that in the 1970s cut flower industry people were going into the wild, picking Anigozanthos 
species and exporting them. He felt it was imperative for kangaroo paws to be grown in cultivation to 
avoid destroying genetic resources within the species. This was his underlying motivation as he worked 
to develop kangaroo paws into the  popular garden plant it is today. 

Margaret Killen welcomed Angus Stewart the 
November guest speaker. A horticulturalist, Angus who 
now lives in Tasmania has many years of experience and 
has published books, appeared on the Gardening show 
and has also become a Plant Society member. We were 
fortunate to have him speak about breeding and 
collecting kangaroo paws. 
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The enterprise has been successful with vast numbers being produced in a plantation situation as in the 
above photo. Such commercial production has eliminated the economics of picking in the wild. He said it 
has been exciting to see the development from the ‘wild’ kangaroo paws to having his varieties growing at 
the Royal Botanic Garden, Sydney. 

There are twelve species spread over two genera - the Anigozanthos genus has 11 species while the  
Macropedia genus has only one species: the black kangaroo paw.  

Only one species is easy to grow, Anigozanthus flavidus. This species grows over a wide range of soil 
types and climates from Darwin to southern Tasmania. In fact Angus has seen it growing under water in 

drains.  

For breeders the aim was to instil 
the toughness of A. flavidus into 
the other ‘more difficult to grow’ 
species which, mainly because of 
the drainage needs, are short-
lived in gardens.  

<  A. flavidus cultivars 

Also, kangaroo paws are a fire opportunistic species which means they grow for a couple of years only so 
consequently need hybridisation to be successful as a reliable, hardy garden plant.  

Anigozanthos preissii x 
flavidus, ‘Regal Claw’  
- a Steve Hopper PhD special 
was one of the early 
varieties produced in the 
1980s.  

Rosemary V has one in her 
garden.  
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Angus provided a glimpse 
into the process of 
breeding kangaroo paws.  

In the Western Australian 
bush the species diversity 
was significant but more 
than forty years of cross 
breeding has added to the 
diversity especially in the 
range of colours.  

Some of the striking 
examples Angus brought 
to the meeting.       >  

       

 

It was interesting that the colour 
variation of the flower comes from 
the fine hairs (trichoma) on the tube 
of the flower which is green.  

The hairs under a microscope look like 
barbed wire. Angus spoke of the 
importance of pruning before the 
flowers dry out. Take care to wear 
glasses as the dry hairs can cause 
significant damage.  

He mentioned some favourite species such as the A. preissii, Albany catspaw which has the largest 
flower of all the species. It is good for breeding. Another was A. humilis, a widespread species especially 
important for breeding the shorter varieties.  
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<  Anigozanthos ‘Bush Pearl’ is a long 
flowering variety - one of the best - 
flowering all year round in frost free 
areas. It is a tough plant that will last 
for 15 years.  

It is also being grown and harvested 
in Israel for the European market. 

For a no-fuss gardener Angus suggested the ‘Landscape’  range as a suitable species. It is tall and so 
adaptable it can be mown, responding with vigorous flowering in the next season. Lime, pink, magenta and 
violet are just some of the colours available.  

However, there are many interesting species that Angus showed which needed more care but would 
provide pleasure for those with a. passion for this iconic Australian plant.  

The commercial 
product today helps 
preserve kangaroo 
paws (below) in the 
W.A. bush.  

 

* If you happen to be in Kings Park in 
September you will be able to see all the 
species ‘in one go’. 

KP



 

The Maydena Get-together became an ambitious project for 
the southern organisers. With Sib and Keith Corbett in charge, 
the task of escorting more than sixty eager members from all 
three sections of the state through superb Tasmanian rain 
forest required much managing of traffic and herding of 
cats….oops, people.  
For both Sib and Keith their life’s work was in south west 
Tasmania and members were so lucky to access a little of their 
knowledge and experiences. 
 

On Friday, 27th 
November the first of 
two groups left 
Maydena at 12.00 to 
walk into the Growling 
Swallet - a name which 
drew much comment. 
It  is a caving term and 
importantly it is the 
point at which a river 
disappears 
underground 
facilitated by the 
limestone topography. 
It re-emerges from 
Junee Cave.  
 

The walk was a 
spectacular way in 
which to start the 

weekend, wandering single file along a quietly trodden track looking skywards trying to see how far the 
magnificent towering Eucalyptus delegatensis stretched. Nothofagus cunninghamii, 
myrtle beech, and Athrosperma moschatum, sassafras were also prevalent along with 
Dicksonia antartica, man ferns - some 3m+ high.  

At ground level eyes moved over a diversity of mosses, lichens  etc. to more fern 
species. A tiny orchid, Townsonia viridis (Beech orchid) drew interest as it has a 
single leaf attached midway up the stem.     > 

APST Members Get-together 2020
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There was short rest to contemplate the Florentine Valley stream as 
it disappeared into the cave - not growling on the day because there 
was not enough water to create the sound from which it is named.  

It was quite an innocuous disappearing act at this point just slipping 
out of sight where the arrow ends. Dyes have shown that the waters 
travel approximately 30 kms deep underground before surfacing at 
the Junee Cave just 9.5 kms from Growling Swallet. 
 

More photos depicting the lush vegetation. 

 

^ This is just a section of a fallen  
 E. delegatensis  log.  

      Imposing buttress of another  
 E. delegatensis    > 
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That evening Giant Steps Restaurant provided a well planned but casual dinner for members gathered to 
reminisce on the spectacular trees and rain forest walk. Old friends and new enjoyed the chance to 
share the day’s experiences. 

Saturday saw fine weather, rested members and a nine o’clock start for the drive along the Gordon and 
Scott’s Peak roads ending at panoramic Red Knoll Lookout.  

At the first stop on the road near 
Tim Shea members had an 
opportunity to find a range of small 
colourful species such as this 
attractive daisy, Celmisia asteliifolia. 



 

^ An enchanted forest? Can you 
see the unicorn with its long 
horn? 

The second stop was at the 
Twisted Sister Track which 
took us to the base of a 
towering Eucalyptus delegatensis 
with its unusual twisted rope 
like bark.  
< 
According to the information 
sign the short loop walk 

‘contains deep rainforest, huge eucalypts and a small wetlands.’ The 
area was the site of a conservation campaign by conservation groups 
whose efforts ‘culminated in an historic agreement with the logging 
industry to inscribe this forest on UNESCO’s World Heritage List 
in 2013.’ 

The tree is 80 m tall and at the 
base it is the size of a small car - 
not an easy subject to adequately 
capture in a photo! 

<  In contrast just one of the 
small plants flourishing on the 
forest floor - a Chiloglottis sp. 
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At the third stop along Scotts Peak Dam Road near Mt Anne on a button grass plain there was even more 
to be photographed and exclaimed at such as this attractive orchid, 

< Calochilus herbaceous  
 

…and the striking Xyris operculata displaying 
three delicate petals - a tufted lily like  

               perennial herb pictured on the button grass 
               plain below.        

Here also is Sprengelia 
incarnata and seed heads 
of Gymnoschoenus 
sphaerocephalus, button 
grass in focus in the 
centre.  > 
         

Observant passengers 
were also lucky to see 
small patches of 
Blandfordia punicea and 
Stylidium graminifolium 
colouring the roadside 
verges. 
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< Melaleuca squamea provided a strong 
display with masses of pink flowers. 
  
  

 

Fire had been in this area but trees were greening up and 
regeneration was in progress: Gymnoschoenus 
sphaerocephalus, button grass - showing promise after the 
fire.         > 

Lunch was at Lake Edgar Campground 
where Leptospermum nitidum, shiny 
teatree was on show. 

 

Walking on the beach beside Lake 
Pedder with sun, quartzite beach 
sands and pebbles, melaleucas, 
hakeas, majestic sky- altogether a 
resplendent vista. What could be 
better?  

Well the next stop …. At Red Knoll 
Lookout. 
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This landscape of 
endless mountains was 
so expansive it was 
impossible to 
adequately capture in 
a photo.  

Looking northwards 
over Lake Pedder.  

 

Looking southwesterly 
to the Western 
Arthur Range of 
jagged quartzite 
peaks with Melaleuca 
squamea prominent in 
the foreground. 

 More flowers - 
Epacris heteronema(?) 
and Boronia pilosa 
drew the attention of 
the photographers.    

             v 
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Christine Howells and Roy 
Skabo were thrilled at 
finding Haemodorum 
distichophyllum which “is a 
small, uncommon native 
plant that only grows in the 
button grass plains of the 
south-west of Tasmania.  

The plant has a tuft of 
fleshy (almost cylindrical) 
leaves up to about 10cm 
long. The flowers are small 
and occur in a cluster at the 
end of a stalk above the 
leaves.” (Info: Tas Dicots. 
Photo: R Skabo) 

The last stops were at a 
point with a sweeping view 

over button grass plains punctuated by a straight line that is the Lake Edgar faultline and finally at 
Creepy Crawly Nature Trail to see horizontal vegetation and again experience lush mossy rainforest. 

  
A long day. Home to bed perhaps - no back on the road but this time stacked in minibuses which wound 
their way turgidly up the steep gravel road passing through stands of waratahs and in places elegant man 
ferns dressed in green, soft-draping ‘tutus’, standing tall and elegant with straighter fronds reaching 
skywards.  

Destination: Abbotts Peak and the Summit restaurant where good food came second to the consumption 
of the superb view - a 360 degree mountain panorama which slowly signed out the day with a glorious 
sunset.  

 



Another good night after a very 
busy day! 

 

Details from one section 
of the Abbotts Peak 
information boards 
listing just a few of the 
surrounding mountains. 

Sunday, last day: 
  members packed and drove to Lake Dobson. The drive from Mt Field Visitor Centre passed  
 through picturesque forest. 



 
< Pomaderris 
apetala stands 
interspersed 
with Bauera 
rubioides    > 
blanketing gaps 
in the mountain 
vegetation.  

The weather had changed with the sun of the previous day hidden by weighty grey clouds such that 
when members arrived at Lake Dobson the temperature was below ten degrees.  

However we managed to find 
enough clothes for a venture 
around the lake where cold 
fingers and noses were soon 
forgotten as we took in the 
ancient magical scenes, the 
diversity, the greens, greys, 

tree trunks starkly white…..  
soft mosses, iron blues of darkly 

 glimpsed lake… 
and the 
remarkable, 
unsurpassed 
stately 
specimens in the 
Pandani Grove.  
   

Keith’s 
knowledge was 
an added bonus 
as he related 
his experiences 
in this area. 



 
An extra loop took us through paths constantly drawing the 
photographers with compelling displays such as the striking 
red Richea 
scoparia 
and… 
  

Telopea 
truncata  
        v  

plus a more intricate Trachocarpa 
thymifolia.        
       v 

In fact on 
the day, red 
was a 
popular 
colour to be 
found in the 
more 
transient 
population!

R Skabo

R Skabo



A change of colour…. 
Caladenia 
alpina   
< 

Orites 
diversifolius > 

      Richea sp. v 

     
 Bauera rubioides  ^   

   
Cyttaria gunnii (myrtle orange fungus) > 

However, by lunch time we were back 
at the carpark with some to leave for 
home, others to make one last stop 
below Lake Fenton to admire more 
plants such as the old gnarled snow 
gums, Eucalyptus coccifera. 

R Skabo



The rich, varied southwest setting; Sib and Keith’s ecological knowledge; and the opportunity to walk and 
talk with energetic, interesting members ensured a State get-together that was a success. Members, I 
am sure left with a sense of fulfilment and appreciation of the range of areas visited over three days.  
 

Always a busy time of the year but as usual 
our efficient members come together to 
celebrate. All gets organised and an array of 
delicious food ensures that the night 

progresses with much conviviality. The Windsor Community Precinct has a good kitchen area, much 
easier than the gym at Trevallyn but 2020 lived up to its reputation as a difficult year because when the 
first members arrived for a quick set up of tables it was discovered that as part of the Council’s Covid 
safe rules there was no crockery nor cutlery supplied. However, disaster was averted by a few of those 
efficient and amazing members who spirited up the necessary items from their homes.  

It was a very good night with a range of platters that each year seems to surpass the year before. The 
salads were artistic and diverse; the cheese platter extravagant; and of course the vases of flowers  
and table decorations completed the Christmas flair.  

The photo competition was a little down on entries this year but there were enough to share out the 
nursery-provided prizes.  

After several years Roy Skabo has relinquished the role of organising the photo competition but we are 
fortunate that Margaret Killen has been inspired to take on the role so please keep it in mind when 
taking photos of plants, people and places during 2021.  

Thank you Roy for yet another enjoyable activity that you have organised for members.  

NG Impromptu Excursion to Central 
Highlands 
    Report: L. Skabo 

Northern Group members noticed the abundant wildflowers over the Bothwell - Miena and Poatina 
“Heartlands” (new name!) while going/returning from the Members’ Get-together at Maydena. A re-visit 
proved them right and eight members enjoyed perfect weather and many fantastic native plant displays 
on Wednesday 9 December.  

The car tag-along stopped several times on the Poatina road to the plateau and it was interesting to note 
how every few hundred metres elevation, the native flora changed showing us dozens of different 
flowering species some of which are pictured. 

A few of my favourites as I don’t get to see them often were Veronica derwentiana, Olearia viscosa, 
Coprosma hirtella, (the coffee berry which looks like an exotic) and beautiful purple-throated 
Prostanthera lasianthos. On the plateau, Hakea lissosperma were impressive as were Telopea truncata and 
swathes of Oxylobium ellipticum and Orites revolutus.  

Special finds for the day were the Pterostylis pratensis, Liawenee greenhood, Botrychium lunaria,  
moonwart- a primitive family of ferns, and a Gastrodia species which could be G.surcula (to be 
confirmed). 

Christmas Dinner Dec 4

Central Highlands Excursion December 9



< Gastrodia surcula(?)     Hakea microcarpa ^

    

     

     

 Botrychium lunaria 

 Hakea lissosperma  v



<  Coprosma hirtella, coffee berry

< Epacris gunnii

Brachyscome spathulata  
v

< Olearia viscosa 

                       Caladenia alpina  v



January

The beginning of a new year; a quiet time with no meetings and no excursions but work in the Tasmanian 
Native Garden and nursery does not stop. 

TNativeG: 

H ow good is Chrysocephalum apiculatum, common 
everlasting! 

* Eye-catching daisy flowers in pleasing contrast to the 
silvery grey-green, sprawling branches. 

The first working bee for 2021 was a week earlier than 
usual with eight members working for two hours on 
tasks such as weeding, pruning and watering of the 
newer plants. The next working bee is on Feb 23 from 
9.30 - 11.30. 

Nursery, Windsor Park: 

Propagation day in January was more relaxed with ten members mostly doing cuttings because there 
was room in the shade house for more of these. However, the February 6 session will be  busier with 
feeding, repotting and weeding just some of the tasks to be tackled. 

The next newsletter should be out in early April. 


